
 The Work Order Report

There is one report which I have shown in training classes and people suddenly sit straight up, 
lean forward and say, “wait a minute! Go back! How did you get to that report?!” 

The Work Order Report, sorted by Category, provides insightful information of what is working 
for you. It has been available since version 5.0, but is often overlooked. The button to access it 
is located on the Main Menu. Click on Sales Report in the orange section for work orders. 
Enter any date range. (Eg. for one day, a week, month, etc.) Three valuable reports will follow. 
If used on a regular basis, it will help to identify trends in your business.

How to read the report and what it tells you

Work Order Report by Category:

Report Sorted by Category
10/12/2008...
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Certificate 377.32 702 2.701402 188.66 0.00 0.00

Etching 604.00 402 7.55802 302.00 0.00 0.00

Giclee 210.89 481 5.17481 248.10 37.21 37.21

L/E Print 1,493.21 562 14.541122 814.31 67.70 135.40

Pencil 144.93 551 2.64551 144.93 0.00 0.00

Photo 814.15 722 7.191432 452.23 45.15 90.30

Print 2,125.02 524 12.092064 617.46 86.21 344.82

5,769.52 5614 8.5878414 455.52 43.41 607.73

The Category column identifies the different type of items which we framed this week. If we 
had been running an ad highlighting our framing of posters, I would want to watch for the 
category poster to appear on the list. If it never appears on the list, I would give the advertising 
space to something that was generating profit and sales for us.

Total Pieces: The majority of items we framed were prints. If the Total Orders for prints was 1 
instead of 4, that would indicate that one person brought in four prints to have framed.

Total Sales: If the report stopped here, I would believe that prints were the real money maker 
for us. Since that is what we framed the most and generated the highest number of dollars.



Average Unit Price: However, since the highest price per unit (average) was from Limited 
Edition prints, it would be more profitable for us to encourage sales in this area.

Discounted Dollars: The item which generated the most sales was also the item which was 
discounted the most.

No of UI per Order (size): The largest items framed were photos and the smallest were 
etchings. Sometimes we look at a large item and think, ‘that was a good order’ assuming that a 
high price is attributed to a large size. The truth is told in the next column.

UI Price per Order (money): We generate the most profit per united inch on L/E prints; our 
best money maker this week. 

Interpreting the report can tell you a lot about your business. In this case, we framed 4 prints 
(total pieces) from a variety of customers (total orders 4) from which we received the most 
income. However, it was also the highest discounted item (Dollars Discounted) averaging 
$86.21 per piece. The largest items we framed were photos and the smallest were etchings 
(No of UI per Order). Our most profitable items framed were the L/E prints which generated 
$14.54 per UI (Average UI Price per Order). Our least profitable was the pencil drawing and 
two Certificates which generated less than $3 per UI.

Work Order Report by Sales Rep:
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Report Sorted by Sales Rep
10/12/2008...

Bert 1,028.96 522 12.511042 645.84 131.36 262.71

Carol 2,211.78 475 9.872375 476.84 34.48 172.41

Evelyn 1,493.21 562 14.541122 814.31 67.70 135.40

Kelly 1,035.57 665 3.333315 214.56 7.44 37.21

5,769.52 5614 8.5878414 455.52 43.41 607.73

Reading this report: So, what does this same report tell me about my staff? Well, at first 
blush, Carol and Kelly are very active in sales with 5 orders each (Total Pieces) which are all 
from different customer (Total Orders). Carol has the top sales dollars (Total Sales). However, 
looking at the Average Unit Price tells you that Evelyn earned more for the shop than the 
other employees. Bert was the second highest in price per order but he also gave the highest 
discount amount per piece (Average Dollars Discounted). The Total UI will tell you the size of 
the pieces framed. But, more importantly, is the last column: Average UI Price Per Order. 



Although, Kelly and Carol are prolific in their sales quantity, the sales price they generate is 
lower than the other two employees. Evelyn does a great job of ‘selling up’ on the pieces she 
frames. Although she takes fewer orders for smaller sized items than Kelly, she generates 
more income per piece. The shop average is $8.58. Helping Kelly to increase his average UI 
price will increase the shop’s average as well as increasing the shop’s profit.
A look back at the work orders for the week (by performing a simple ‘Find’ based on the date 
range and rep’s name), shows that Kelly usually designs with a single small mat and one 
frame, while Evelyn uses multiple mats and fillets to enhance her designs. Now that we know 
where improvements can be made, we can work on how that will be accomplished.

Work Order Report by Designer:
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Report Sorted by Designer
10/12/2008...

4,010.03 5810 8.3757910 448.24 47.23 472.33

Bill 446.93 482 5.09952 223.47 0.00 0.00

Jessica 1,312.56 552 13.111102 723.98 67.70 135.40

5,769.52 5614 8.5878414 455.52 43.41 607.73

The same report is available for Designers. If you work with designers and offer discounts to 
them, you may be interested to see if they are designing ‘up’ for your business and validating 
the incentive you provide. The designer field should be left blank if a designer was not 
involved.

Reading this report: Although both designers brought in 2 pieces each (Total Pieces), 
Jessica’s Average Unit Price was more than 3 times Bill’s Average Unit Price. The size of the 
pieces they brought in (Average No of UI per Order) were fairly close: 48 UI and 55 UI. 
However, Jessica’s Average UI Price per Order was much higher than Bill’s and was also 
higher than the shop average of $8.58. Even though Jessica receives a discount (Average 
Dollars Discounted), the amount she brings into the business is higher than Bill who does not 
receive a discount.
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